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INTRODUCTION
l[N 1913 THE NEBRASKA LEGISLATURE appropriated $17,500 to establishJL a Dairy D.partment at the North Platte Experiment Station. The
department's herd was to be used in demonstrating management and.
breeding practices and as a source of breeding sto&.
The original purchase consisted of LZ purebred Holstein-Friesian
heifers. A few years later one more cow was added and in 1936 five
cows were transferred to the North Platte Station from the Experiment
Station at Valentine, Nebraska. None of these six additions stayed
Ye.y long in the North Platte herd and none of them left an)'
descendants in the present herd. They are, therefore, not included in
this study which deals entirely with the 12 original foundation females
and thgi_r Progeny in the succeeding 40 years of dairy catrle breeding
at the North Platre Experiment Station.
I)uring most of its existence the herd has had a repuration for high
production. During the first 35 years practically all the bull calvls
born were sold to dairy farmers for breeding purposes.
Since the North Platte herd was started, research in the field of
animal breedirg has developed new concepts in many phases of dairy
cattle breeding and selection. In 1948 a regional project was started
to study the improvement of dairy cattle through breeding and the
herd of Holstein cattle at the North Platte Experiment Station became
a part of this projecr.
The purpose oi the present study is to analyze the progress made
under a system of dairy cattle breeding and selection carried. out
accordirg to the principles that dominated 40 years ago. The resuls
of this study should form a basis upon which the application of more
recent findings in the field of dairy cattle breeding can be evaluated.
1 Associate Dairy Husbandman and Assistant Dairy Husbandman, respectively.
Data for the present study \^rere collected while the herd was under the suc-
cessive supervision of W. P. Snyder, M. L. Baker and Myron G. A. Rumery. During
most of the time, the herd was under the care of A. R. sharrah.
This study is a contrbiution from the Nebraska Agricultural Ex.periment Station
as a cooperator under the North Central Regional Cooperative Research project
entitled "Improvenrent of Dairy Cattle Through Breeding-Nc-2.,,
REVIE,W OF LITERATURE
From 1926 to i954 the average produetion of eows in Nebraska
Dairy Herd Improvement Assoeiations increased from 272 pounds of
butterfat per year to 355 pounds (1 1). These averages are based on
changing numbers of herds and cows, and different herds are repre-
sented in L926 and 1954" The figures, therefore, show only that the
production trend has been upward during this period" It is not pos-
sible to determine how much of the increase in production has been
due to breeding and how much to improved methods of caring for
dairy cows.
In studies of individual herds or groups of herds the same difficulty
in appraising genetic improvement arises because it is very difficult to
separate the effects of management and breeding.
Davis et al. (11 found an annual increase of 75 pounds of milk and
4.9 pounds of butterfat in the Holstein herd at Winterthur, Delaware,
orrei u period of. 34 years. Most of this increase took place during the
first 15 years. During the last 19 years when all cows were milked two
times daily, there was no material change in the average production
of the herd. It is probabty safe to assume that some of the early in-
crease in butterfat production was due to a steadily improving tech-
nique in handling high producing dairy cattle.
Laben and Herman (10) studied the production in the University
of Missouri Holstein herd from 1902 to 1950. All records were con-
verted to 2x, 305 duy, iVIE basis. No exact. figures are given for the
production averages for the herd for each year, but figure 4 in their
publication indicates a slight increase in milk production and a con-
siderable increase in butterfat production from 830 pounds to 400
pounds. The length of a generation is given as six years, so the im-
provement amounts to about 9 pounds of butterfat per generation.
Production dropped markedly during the first years. If only the
rising segment of the production curve is considered, there was an
increase of 259 pounds of milk and 17 pounds of butterfat per genera-
tion. In this studv no attempt was made to differentiate between the
effects of heredity and management. Actually a computation of the
production of the 260 daughter'-dam pairs listed shows a mean decrease
of 126 pounds of milk and a mean increase of" 2"2b pounds of butterfat
from dams to daughters.
In a study of a herd of Red Danish milk cattle in Denmark, Plum
(20) found an increase in average production of" 17 5 pounds of butter-
fat over a 33-year period from 1900 to 1933. He estimated that about
22 pounds of this increase was due to selection among cows.
Nelson and Lush (19) found an increase of 40 pounds of butterfat
over a lZ-yeat period in the Iorr a State College Holstein herd. In this
net change is included an estimated +.5 pounds decrease in butterfat
for each per cent increase in inbreeding. Thus it is assurned that with-
out inbreegi"s the increase in production rvould. have been larger"
Owing to elimination of disease during the period studied, little ,.I*.-
tion among the females for production could take place and the in-
crease in production is attributed to the selection of bulls.In a study of the Idaho University Holstein and Jersey herds,F{arvey (5) made an attempt to separate the environmentit urrd genetic
changes from year io year and estimated an annual increase in [eneticmerit of 8.0 pounds and 5.3 pounds of butterfar for the Holsteln and
Jersey herds respecrively"
In a study of the IJniversity of Illinois Holstein herd, Dillon et aI"(l) found that the regression of average pro,Cucing ability on years was
0.68 -+ 14"00-pounds of 4 per cent fat corrected *itt while the regres-
sion of environmental changes on year was 53.54t14.4 poundi of
F.C.1VI. This indicates that practically all the improvemenr which
took place during the 54 years covered by the study was due to im-
provement in the environment which includes feeding, management,
housing and milking procedure.
Rendel and Robertson (21) estimated that selection of cows con-tributed a genetic increase of 3.3 gallons of milk (o. approximarelyI pound of butteriat) per year in a herd of nritiih fiiesian ca6le"
Most of the increase was attributed to the selection of eows whose sons
were used in the herd.
In a study of 12 herds of Ayrshire cattle, Mahadevan (/S) found a
total improvement per generation of" 25.4 gatlons of milk e.8 per cenrof the herd average). Selection of dami of cows accounted for a
genetic improvement of only .3 per cent per year.
Rendel et al, (22) concluded that the superiority of dams ofheifers over their contemporaries was on the order of tr.6 per
cent. This was approximately 100 pounds of milk and 3.6 pounds ofbutterfat. The probable annual giin from the selecrion oi darns of
cows and of dams of bulls was of the urder of .3 to .4 per cent per
year. Mahadevan (17) found that the genetic superiority of dams was
35 to 40 gallons as compared with a theoreticai possibie rare of l0B
gallons.
Except for the Holstein herds studied by Davis et al. and by Har-
ve), these studies dealt with herds with production ranging from 300
to 400 pounds of bumerfat (2*, gOf d*y ME)"
B-
NP Katherine Kilt 20601 8'1 and five of h er eight daughters "
MANAGEMENT
The herd at the North Platte Experiment Station has been lnan-
aged in a rather consistent manner since its establishment. T'he cattle
have been kept in ioose housing all of the time and the cows have
lreen milked in a stanchion barn" The rations have generally con-
sisted of corn silage, alfalfa hay, and rather sirnple concentrate nrix-
fures of ground corn, beet pulp, wheat bran and a high protein feed.
During the summer months the cows have been on pastures of brome-
grass and alfalfa"
Institutional records of milk and butterfat procluction have been
kept since the herci was established. Seven-duy of{icial tests were first
macle on some of the foundation heifers in 1916 and eventually eight
of the ru,elve foundation he ifers e ntere d the Holstein-Friesian Ad-
r-anced Registry with seven day tests. Since 1921 the entire herd has
been on semiofficial advanced registry test. LTntil 1937 most of the
re cords \vere made on four times daily milking" After 1937 all of the
co\\'s have been rnilkect twiee daily.
Four of rhe cor,r,s in the herd with recorels of more than I00,000 pound.s of milk.
6
BUTTERFAT PRODUCTIO}{ OF THE HERD
AND ADJUSTMENT FOR CHANGES IN MANAGEME,NT
Table I gives the yearly lactation averages for the years l}zl-Lgb}.
Records are entered for the year rvhen the record was started. and all
figures are for 305-duy records corrected to maturity using the D.H.I.A.
conversion factors (9). The production records in column 4 are the
305-day ME records without any correction for times milked. Lush
Tanrn l.-Mean yearly butterfat production of cows in the North Platte Dairy Herd.
305 days ME
butterfat records
Corvs with descendantsin herd 1954
Year
t92r
1922
1923
1924
1925
r 926
t927
r 928
1929
r930
l93l
t932
1933
1934
r935
r 936
1937
r93B
r939
r 940
l94 r
r942
r943
r914
1 945
r 946
r947
r 948
l 949
r 950
r 95l
r952
Cows
with
records(No.)
12
r3
t5
t5
l6
20
l9
18
19
27
17
L7
l3
l5
26
8
26
2r
26
26
91
qF7
3l
27
c)F7
25
30
29
5l
39
Milked
daily
( times )
c)
I
c)
9
I
I
9
I
I
9
Adjustment
for yearly
changes(lbs.)
Adiusted(lbs.)
590
581
568
542
554
515
516
510
495
479
+73
477
5Ut)
518
551
579
566
58l
596
583
583
588
599
58l
598
587
590
593
604
597
627
656
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records(No. )
I
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D
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4
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BO
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4
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4
4
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4
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4
4
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4
4
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668
653
700
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669
583
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691
562
551
660
496
487
52,9
544
5r7
484
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523
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568
551
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417
423
420
+75
+54
72
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_ tB5
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ACTUAL PR,ODUCT ION NOT CORR,ECTED
FOR, TIMES 
'tAItKED
---- AVERAGE PRODUCING ABILIIY
'21 ,26 r3l
Average production of butterfat in
YEAR
the North Platte Herd from l92l to 1952.
and Shrode (15) have suggested that
factors for records made on 4-time as
tend to overcorrect the 4-time records
the use of these age correction
well as on 2-time milking may
made at two and perhaps three
years of age.
The rirne data are presented in the figure above. The fi.rst thing
one notices in the graphic presentation is the very sharp drop
in producrion which took place when the herd was changed from 4
timi ro Z-time milking in L937. The next point of note is that in
spite of attempts to have a constant management, there are wide
fluctuations in production from one year to another. Such fluctuations
are very often caused by uncontrolled factors associated with the
general health of the herd, changes in weather cond.itions, and quaiity
"f roughage from one year to another and also with changes 
in the
level ui .rfri.n concentrates are fed and the quality of the actual milk-
irg operations.
Since the changes from 4-time to 2-time milking took place for
the whole herd at one time, there is no way of checking how accurately
the standard correction factors for correcting 4time records to a Z-time
milking basis apply to this herd. Fohrman (4) found that when the
Dairy Husbandry Research Branch herd at Beltsville was changed
from 3-time to 2-time milking the production did not drop in con-
formity with the conventional conversion factors. Laben and Flerman
(10) on the other hand found that in the Missouri Holstein herd the
combined effects of changirg from 3-time Advanced Registry tesring
to 2-time Herd Improvement Registry testing lowered the production
by 32 per cent. There is no reliable way of estimating the effect of the
feeding and management changes which took place when the milking
policy was changed from 4 times to 2 times a duy. Therefore, it was
thought better not to attempt to correct the production records for
number of daily milkings but to include the effect of milking practice
in the over-all management effect. The corrections for yearty cfranges
in management were made by the use of the maximum likelihooa
method outlined by Henderson (6).' By this method a set of adjust-
ment figures for ye afly changes in management were computed. The
yearly adjustments are given in column 5 of table I and the adjusted
butterfat production figures are given in column 6. On the graptr these
last figures are plotted and corrL.ted by u broken line.
Accordirg to the production figures which are corrected for
changes in management, the genetic merit of the herd dropped durirg
the period l92l to 1931, then rose again until 1939. Thereafter the
production showed only minor fluctuations until 1951. The last twc
years included in this study show a marked increase in genetic merit.
The curve naturally suggests this question: How was this change
in genetic merit brought about? This study will discuss the quesrion
under the followirg headings:
The fOundation cows and famity selection.
Selection of individual cows.
Selection of sires.
'Tt* 
"uthors are inclebted to Dr. Lon D. McGilliard, Dairy Husbandry Depart-ment, Michigan State University, for advice regarding the execution of ihese
computations.
i
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THE FOUNI}ATIOI$ COWS AI.{D FAMILY SE,LECTION
In table 2 are listed the 1Z original foundation females. T'hese
co\\'s were obtaineci from four clifferent breeders in Nebraska, Iowa,
ancl )Iichigan. Oniv the first four cows listed had descendants left in
the herd fi December 1954. All four of the floundation females carle
from E. P. Gregory, Howell, Nfichigan" No. 75'ri\,'as the daughter ancl"
No. 77 the granddaughter of the eow Re-Becky 68641 while No" 83
\\'as the daughter and hir:" 82 the granddaughter of ttre cow Gwendo-
line Pledge Rose 84645" 'Thus these four foundaticln cows actually are
from only two cows. Of the 86 females now in the herd, 71 per cent
belong to families lA and lB while 26 per cent belong to families 2A
and 2B (tab1e 3).
How did it happen that onl,v four of the original 12 cows hacl
clescendants left after 40 years of breecling, and why does the relative
frequency of the present-day descenclants in the four families var\/ so
nruch?
Nine of the l2 f,ounclation females made their first lactation recorCs
in the North Platte herei durins tgl1 ancl 1915. A tenth cow made
Four of ttre founclation co\vs rt hose progen\- remainetl in the herel"
Farnilr' 1A: G&B Reekr," Blesky Lymns Familv IB: G&B ReBeckv Segis
Family 2A: G&B Clothilde 'Topsy Lyons
t0
Familv 28: G&B Segis Pledge Rose
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her first record, during 1917. These first records are given in table 2.
The five cows from Michigan averaged 438.8 pounds of butterfat
(305d-2x-ME) while the remainirg five cows averaged only 293.6
pounds. This difference is highly significant and may have influenced
ielection of replacements in favor of the Michigan SouP during the
years that followed.
The footnotes to table 2 show that members of some of the other
families remained in the herd as late as 1948. The average production
of the families is given in table 4.It is difficult to make a valid analysis
of differences in the productive levels of the families. There were 32
sires used bur 11 oi these had only one offspring. Only four of the
families (1A, 18, 2A and 28) were large enough to include daughters
of a number of different sires. In o,rder to analyze family differences,
it was decided to confine the study to the four families mentioned
above and to limit the cows to the daughters of bulls that had at least
one daughter in each family. This left a total of 15 I cows in four
families and by 10 different sires.
The results of the analysis are given in table b. Only 6 per cent
of the variance in these first-year records is due to family differences
while 34 per cent is due to the sires used and 60 Per cen t is not ac-
counted for in this analysis. In a study of cow families in the Reymann
Memorial herd of Ayrshires owned by the West Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Tabler et al. (24) found that sires accounted for
36 per cent of the variance in milk and fat production records. Cow
families contributed nothing to ttie variance of butterfat records but
accounted for 8 per cent of the differences in 4 per cent fat corrected
milk and fat percentage. The results from the North Platte herd
correspond closely to these results. "Family" differences, although
signifi can7t, have not been as important as differences between sires.
F{owever, the small difference in production level which could be as-
sociated with differences between these four "families" has been
Tesrr 5.-Analysis of variance of first-year butterfat records of 151 cows in four
families and by 10 different sires. Records are 305d ME adjusted for management
changes (including milking regime).
Source n/F Mean square
Estimated variance
component
Actual (%)
Sires
Families
Remainder
68,547i8 *
36,193ie ik
6,992
4,091
697
7,L02
x x Significant at l% level
Difierences between family averages, lbs. butterfat.IB 2A 286.6-F16.3 15.7-{-16.8 58.8-Fl6.l9.1{_rg.b b2.Z+17.8
43.1+18.3
Tnnr"r 6.-Number of male
represented in the North
and female offspring
Platte Dairy Herd in
in four cow families that were
1954"
Descendants in 1954
No descendants in 1954.
Total
Per cent.
146
189
acrPcc5
48.6
218
137
6/ r,
cD5
5l 
"4
964
326
690
59.9
42.0
tsB
lsalargely eliminated because less than 4 per cent of the present herd. con-
sists of members of family 2B which was the family with the lowesr
production average.
Some factor other than production seems to have caused the dis-
tribution of females in the herd to lean so heavily toward the tA and
I B families. A necessary prerequisite for the development of a familyin the sense of female descendants from a foundation female is that
an adequate number of females are born, not only to maintain num-
bers but also to increase them" Table 6 shows the proportion of male
and female offspring in the four families that had descendanrs left in
the herd in 1954" The members of these four families are divided inro
two groups-those that had descendants in 1954 and those that did nor
have descendants left in the herd by that year. A total of 690 offspring
\{/ere born in these four families, of which 335 were males und Zbb
were females. This gives ari over-all percentage of female offspring
"{ 51.4 per cent. In the group with descendants in 1954 the percenrageof female offspring was 59.9 while the percentage of femiles in the
group that had no descendants in 1954 was only 42.A" This difference
in the sex ratios of the two groups is highly significant, yz being ZZ.A"
T'his inrtricates that the development of the present families has
been due mostly to chance and has depended upon the number of
females that were born in the family"
SELECTION OF II{DIVIDUAL COWS
The drop in average genetic rnerit of the North Platte herd from
1921 to I93l should be viewed against the background of the expan-
sion in numbers which took place during this period. From 192-1 to
1930 the herd expanded from 12 to 34 cows (table 7)" During this
period the cows that were saved for another lactation averaged 1.8
pounds of butterfat above their contemporaries, ranging from 26.9
pounds above to 43 pounds below (table 8).
_ 
Although the average merit of the population does not necessarily
decrease as the numbers increase, it must be remembered that the tZ
cows Present in the herd in 192L were a selected group. Of the original
12 "families," only eight were represented by l92t and of the 12 cows
that had production records in 1921, 10 belonged to the four families
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Tesrr 7.-Ngmber of cows in North Platte Dairy Herd by years-1921 to 1954.
Year
In herd
following
year(No.)
8
10
10
13
16
qg
19
23
25
19
15
13
16
t2
19
28
25
31
Culled
( No.)
7
8
4
I
9
Expansion
1xo.)
1'l
il* 7
IJ
19ZL
L92Z
1923
t924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
193 I
t932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1 950
195 1
1952
1953
1954
9
3
11I
6
I
6l
0l
rf1r5
3l
5)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
_ 121
1llf- 6
+11
+7)
Bl
+1217l+ I
+41
oj
+4.]
+ 4l+ 3
0l
oJ
+1.l
+11
+71
+2)
0ll lf *'o
+ 6.1
r5
19
2t
2L
33
28
32
32
32
33
34
ooJC
40
42
42
47
46
52
which persisred in Lgb4. The producrion of the herd had increased
sharply during the years followi*g lgr!, and it was apparenrly felt
that a nucleus had. been established which was good enough to build
on. Under circumstances like this it seems inevitable that a regres-
sion should take place. The drop during the yeary 1921-31, therefore,
seems less surpriring than the riie during the followirg five to eight
years where the herd increased somewhat in size. During ,hg I0-year
period IgBl to Ig40 the cows that were saved for another lactation
averaged 7 .g pouncis of butterfat above their contemporaries. Finally
durin! the period. lg4L ro lg4g the cows that were saved for another
lactation urriraged I 1.6 pounds of butterfat above their conternPoraries'
r4
As the herd reached a more stable size and smaller numbers were
needed for replacement the selection d.ifferential became larger. In
studies of Kansas and Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Association pro-
duction figures, Seath (23) found that 9.4 per cent of atl cows were
culled for low production and that the selection differential was 14 to
15 porrnds of butterfat. This is slightly higher than thar found duringthe latter period of this study when the herd was fairly stable in num-
bers. The average selection differential for the period l92l ro I g4g was
7.8 pounds of butterfar (table 8).
However, if the co'ws in the North Platte herd are divided by years
into_ two Soups, namely those that had descendants left in the present
herd and those that had no descendants left, it is found rhat only a
Tenrr S.-Cows in the North Platte Dairy Herd that had a following record and.
the mean butterfat production above their contemporaries.
t92L
r922
r923
r924
r925
1926
1927
1928
1929
r930
r 931
t932
1933
t934
1935
1936
1937
lgSg j
1939
r940
1941
t942
1943
t944
1945
1946
t947
r948
r949
Weighted mean production
above contemporaries
Mean butterfat
production
above contempsraries(lbs.)
+ 3.3
a10.0
+ 2.r
aI3.5
a26.e
+ r.7
a11.3
+ 5.3
Fal.c
-43.0
+ 2.0
4.0
-T5,56.3
+ 4.3
+ 3.2
113.3
+14.r
a43.s
+ 4.5
a12.5
1.5
+20.3
+r2.8
+34
+2e.0
121:9
+ 8.e
+ 3.3
+ 7.77
B
l0
8
t0
13
17
13
r5
t4
t3
10
I
9
6
r8
Cows(No.)
7
16
t4
t2
t7
l6
21,
23
20
23
t6
22
2r
28
l'5
l,
I
t,
I+
l
1
I
I
I
feu' cows from the early years had deseendants left in 1954. A compari-
son of the rwo groups shows that the group with descendants in 1954
ayerage,C 2l.g pLord* of butterfat above the contemporary/ herd aver-
ages i; which ihese cows were incXuded (see table t)"v 
During rhe first five-year period the eows with descendants in 1954
ayeragea g.A pounds of butterfat above their contemporaries. During
the next fi.ve-year period they averaged. 59.3 pounds- above their con-
temporaries and uft*, this they were better than their eontemporaries
during every one of the succeeding five-year periods" Freim 1921 until
I g40 inelusive the lveighted average of the eows that had descendants
in 1954 was 34.1 p*.rodu of butterfat above their contemporaries in the
herd. This correspond"s to approximately 85 per eent of the best pro-
ducers heing kepC ior replacemtents during this period
Mr" A" R. Sliarrah, who managed the herd from 1914 to 1947, eK*
plains that seleetion was based. on produetion records but that animals
were removed if they were of obry undesirable tYPe: espe cially in
respeet to udder. Flowever, if a cow had a good d"am she was kept in
rhe herd" even though her record was not as high as might be desired.
Thus some emphasis has been placed on type and on the records of
the relatives of the eows. Therefore, there may have been a time lug
before a cow and her elose relatives were finally eliminated" and" the
results of the seleetion process would not be apparent until CIne or two
generations of undesiribte animals had heen produetion-tested "
Sinee the standard deviation (includirg year and cow variation) was
about IZB pounds of burterfat, a selection differential clf 21.3 pounds
correspondi to 
" 
I ? rimes rhe standard deviation. A selection differential
of this magnitude corresponds to a eulling of l0 per cent of the trowest
produeing-cows (fr). The effective rate of eullirg for production has,
iherefor., heen very ctrose to the 9.4 per eent given hy Seath (23)-
Length of Prod.ucrive Life and. Average Production of Cows and
Their Offsprirg
Table g gives a summary of the reproductive performanee of the
females in the Norrh Platte herd" There were 2AZ dams that had a
roral of 241, daughrers which entered the herd as milking eows. Some
of these darn* urd daughters had no production records, hut they were
included in the table if they had daughters that entered the herd and
in turn had female offspring" Of the 202 dams, 30.7 per eent did not
have female offspring entering the herd. The 38.6 per cent of the
dams rhat had ooty one daughter each entering the herd eontributed
gZ.4 per cenr of the females" The 19.8 per cent of the dams that had
two daughters each entering the herd furnished another_83.2 per cent
of the r.ptu.emenrs while the 10.9 per eent of the dams that had three
or more daughrers entering the herd furnished 31.4 per cent of the
replacements. 
t6
Tasrr 9.-Reproductive performance of 202 dams
Butterfat records corrected for yearly changes in
only dams born before the oldest living female
in the North Platte Dairy Herd.
management. This table includes
in the hercl at the time of study.
Daughters
Female
offspring
of dams(No.) (No.)
0 62 (62)' 30.7
I 78 (74) 38.6
2 40 (37) 1e.8
3-B 22 (22) lo.e
tsutterfat production
(No.)
518.8 520.5 0
544.8 543.3 78 (77)
558.2 563 .2 80 (7 5)
5e2.0 5e4.4 83 (78)
Butterfat production
(%)
0
32"4 545.8 542.4
33.2 569.7 570.7
34.4 570.4 567.0
(%,1
HFfrs
tnsa
Mean 202 (195) 100
Weighted mean2
Daughters below dams
544.3 545.6
e^* e5b5.5 
'U.'.t.5
24r (230) r00 562.9 560.6
562.9 560.6
-2.6 -6.9
1 Numbers in parentheses are numbers of cows with records.
2 Mean weighted in proportion to number of daughters in each group.
The figures in table 9 show that the higher producing dams had
relatively more daughters entering the herd" than the lower producing
ones. This is further evidence of the positive selection for production
in this herd"
The daughters averaged tr 8"6 pounds butterfat above the dams
during their first lactation and 15.0 pounds above the dams when the
mean of all lactations was used for comparison. This apparent increase
in production of daughters over dams should not be regarded as a
measure of the genetic improvement from dams to daughters. It is
mainly due to the fact that the dams that left no daughters in the herd
had a mean butterfat production that was 25.1 pounds below the
general mean.
When the dams' records are weighted accordirg to the number of
daughters they had in the herd, the daughters' production averaged
2.6 pounds of butterfat below their dams' on the basis of the first
lactation records and 6.9 pounds below their dams' production on
the basis of all available records for daughters and dams.
Average production of the cows in the North Platte herd has been
estimated to be 546 pounds of butterf.at" This is the mean of the
average lifetime production of all cows born before the oldest living
cow in the herd as of December 1, 1954.
The weighted records of the dams, presented in table 9, were
567.5 pounds of brutterfat. Ttrerefore, the clams averaged 21.5 pounds
above the herd mean.
In table 1 it was shown that the effective selection differential was
about 34 pounds of butterfat during the period l92l to 1940 and
L7
2I "3 pounds for the entire period studied. hio dams born after Muy
Lg45 are ineluded in the figures presented in table 9. It can therefore
be assumed that the dams that had offspring in the herd had a pheno-
typic superiority over their contemporaries of 2l to 22 pounds of
butterfat" If heritability is assumed to be .25, this would give the dams
a genetie superiority of 5 to 6 pounds above their contemporaries.
Average Production of the Cows in the North Platte Herd
by Generations
Breeding progress is often measured in terms of improvement per
generation. In a dairy herd the generations soon begin to overlap,
making it difficult to obtain a elear pieture of the actual change in
productive merit per generation sinee animals representing the same
generation have been und"er different management. Because all the
reeords made in the North Platte herd were corree ted for yearly
ehanges in management, production averages eould be tabulated by
generations. The results are given in table 10. One set of figures gives
the averages for all cows born before the oldest living female in the
herd as of December l, Tgb4" The other set of figures gives the averages
for all females that had completed a record. By comparing the number
of cows in each generation in the two groups, it will be seen that the
eows present in the herd in 1954 represented females from the fourth
through the tenth generations" The average cow-generation interval
from 1921 to 1952 was 5.2 years.
A eomparison of average production per generation for the two
groups shows higher averages for the group includirg all the cows
Tnnrn l0"-Mean butterfat produetion of eows in the North Platte Dairy Herd by
generations" Records adjusted for management changes and oR a 305-day ME
basis.
Cows older than oldest living cow A11 cows that have a record
Genera-
tion
Av. record
lst lact. All lact.
I
I
ct
c
4
I
b
nI
I
I
10
r5
anJI
38
30
2s
2V
tv
3
3.20
2.86
2.e7
3.LV
2.55
c)06,J.CJ
3.18
3.67
547 .7
492.6
508.4
560.2
580.3
586.6
600.9
5e7 
"7
b52.3
500.4
514.1
559.9
5V7 
"4
583.8
579.8
609.0
g"2a
2.86
2.e7
3.06
2.47
3"13
2.49
2.09
15
€r l.x0l
38
32
36
30
43
23
6
I
547 "7 552.3492"6 500"4
508.4 514.1
566.3 564.7
586.4 5 82.1
600"3 596.4
604.4 588.9
642.8 635.0
669.2 657.5
7s4 791
The foundation females are designated generation O. No very reliable figures are available
for their production records because of the rapidly increasing production during the first years.
Most of this increase must be due to improved management techniques during the first l0 years
o{ 'he herd's existence. (See figure on page 8.)
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I
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tnan for the cows that were born before Muy 1945. This again seem$
to indicate that the estimate of the environmental decline during the
last few years may have been somewhat exaggerated. by the computa-
tional method used and consequently the genetic merit of the cows
that have made records during the last few years may have been biased
upward. Another possibility is that the bulls used during the lasr
ten years have had exceptionally high genetic merit. For the time
being it is probably safest to confine the study to an evaluation of the.
first seven generations of breeding and leave an evaluation of the.
apparent rise during the followirg two generations to a later date
when an analysis of the present breeding project can be made.
During the six generations from the first to the seventh, the in-
crease has been about 40 pounds of butterfat o,r approximately seven
pounds per generation. This net increase includes a considerable
drop during the second generation" If one starts at the low point there
has actually been an increase of 80 to 90 pounds of butterfat during
a period of only five generations or 16 to l8 pounds per generation.
This, however, would be too optimistic a way to look at the possibili-
ties for breed improvement over a long period. There are always
ups and downs and it is usually easier to improve when there has
been a tempor ary lowering of production.
Dillon et aI. (3) have computed the linear regression of producrion
on years in the University of Illinois Holstein herd. Since the esri-
rnated genetic merit of the North Platte herd has a definite nonlinear
course up to 1936, it does not seem logical to try to fit a straight line
regression to the data for the entire period 1921 to 1952. During the
years 1936 to 1952 inclusive, the estimated genetic merit of the herd
might reasonably be fitted to a straight line regression. During this
l5-year period the regression of estimated genetic ability for bumerfar
production on years was found to be 1.6 pounds of butterfat per year,
corresponding to app,roximately 8 pounds of butterfat per generation.
This result corresponds quite closely to the estimated improvement
of. 7 pounds per generation mentioned above"
SELECTION OF SIRES
In the North Platte Dairy Herd 2l sires had three or more daugh-
ters with production records that could be compared with the pro-
duction reco,rds of their dams" There were 233 daughter-dam com-
parisons from these 2l sires" A summ ary of the daughter-dam com-
parisons is given in table I l. The table gives the mean pounds of
milk, butterfat and fat percentage of the mature equivalent 305-day
production of daughters and dams corrected for times milked according
to the conventionai conversion factors (9). The table also gives the
means of the first records and of all records for daughters and dams
on a 305-day mature-equivalent basis not corrected for times milked
fuF
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Tesrn I ,1 1,.-I)aughter-dam comparisons
dam pairs in the North Platte Dairy
having at least three daughter-for 21 sires
Herd.
Sire
26
102
104
37
NP760
45
107
109
39
daus
dams
d aus
dams
daus
dams
daus
dams
daus
dams
daus
dams
daus
dams
Milk
1lbs.)
13,636
17,385
3.54
3.15
2x-10 mon. ME records
R.ecords corrected 661 yearly
changes in management
( Butterfat)
lst year I Av. all records(lbs.) I (lbs.)Butterfat(%) (lbs.)
100 3
3
483
548
6L4
t1t cttDc
565
728
5t3
566
543
580
173
3
3,7 49
12,347
12,585
+ .3e
3.46
3.38
b5
427
425
_ 139
- 
163
r01 7
7
238
l3,1gB
13,633
+ .08
3.67
3.41
+2
484
465
oncl
518
5BB
YAcc
497
563
435
14,091
13,217
+ .26 +19 70 66
501
574
488
586
3.43 4833.50 46225
475
496
2L daus
2l dams
11 daus
11 dams
12 daus
12 dams
26 daus
26 dams
L2 daus
12 dams
6 daus
6 dams
+ 874
1 1,909
I 1,966
.a7
3.96
3.7 |
+2r
472
444
9B l-r()lc
465
485
/n5l
13,186
t3,47 5
+ .25
3.67
3.61
+28 2L
433
529
20
289
L2,770
14,L'l
+ .06
3.47
3.57
o
c 96 27
503
530
484
487
530
530
443
505
629
562
564
555
505
494
522
482
1,391
L2,495
L2,702
.10
ct al3.5J
o /ctJ.I)J
62
418
448
+40
563
460
0
5'.1 5
516
207
L5,342
15,519
.18
3.70
3.+r
30
568
529
1103
632
552
+5e
636
62r
177
L5,664
t2,776
+ .2e
3.59
3.5r
+3e
562
448
+80 +15
650
548
t4
L4
+ 2,888
L3,556
13,035
+ .08 +114
3.44 4663.43 447
+102 +67
531,
574
546
5l I
+ 52r
14,658
L3,27 5
+ .01
3.45
3.72
+le 31
55r
536
43
3
3
3
3
+ 1,383
L5,532
15,363
.27
a la
c.Dc
3.54
+11
549
544
+15
613
477
+e
613
603
r +136
20
+10
Tesrr 11.-Continued.
2x-10 mon. ME records
Records corrected for yearly
changes in rnanagement(Butterfat)
585
5l I
3.49
3.63
[, Milk(lbs.) Butterfat lst year(lbs.) Av. all records(lbs.)
592
596
10 daus
10 dams
I I daus
11 dams
lt daus
1l dams
15 daus
15 dams
daus
dams
daus
dams
19 daus
19 dams
I 1 daus
1I dams
14,670
L4,445
512
525
4.00
3.52
111
+ 225
L4,062
L4,567
.r4 13
562
5t3
+12
67r
578
4
627
583
505
13,558
L4,7 L2
+.48 +4e
3.39 4593.45 508
+e3 +44
113 5bb
578
552
578
c.l I
3.46
tL2
r,154
L3,277
L4,zLO
.06 49
500
49r
L2
6r8
597
-26
606
579
115
lt6
t17
118
24
24
5
c
933
I 1,258
14,T32
+ .31
3.68
3.69
+e
414
521
+21
586
623
+27
588
612
2,87 4
L2,325
L4,462
.0I _r07
3.63 4483.59 519
ancl
630
632
-24
'',1 
5
600
2,137
L2,402
12,659
+ .04
3.58
3.72
7L
444
47r
662
5b5
647
581
257
L2,l3g
t3,250
.1,4
3.63
3.78
27
441
501
+e7
675
636
+66
669
619'a
I
[,
Mean daus
Mean dams
Daus-dams
1,111
I 3,1 09
13,700
591
.15 60
470.3
488.2
17.9
+3e
570.7
563.2
+ 7.5
+50
Y^h J50'/.5
57t.3
3.8
but corrected for yearly fluctuatlons in management as described pre-
viously. Using these latter figures, twelve sires lowered production, one
maintained production and eight increased production. A weighted
average of all 233 daughter-dam pairs shows that on the basis of the
first available record the daughters averaged 7.5 pounds of bumerfar
above their dams while on the basis of all available records the daugh-
ters averaged 3.8 pounds of butterfat below their dams.
The discrepancies between the daughter-dam comparisons in
tables 9 and 11 are due to the fact that table I I includes all data
where there were at least three dam-daughter pairs while table 9 in-
cludes only dams born before the oldest living'female in the herd(Muy 1945)
2t
Eight of the 2l sires with daughter-dam comparisons were bred at
the North Platte Experiment Station. If these eight sires were evalua-
ted for transmitting ability accordirg to the suggestion by Henderson
(7),four of them would have been evaluated as transmitters of above-
a\-erage production. Of these four, three increased production and
one neither increased nor decreased production. One sire was esti*
mated to lower production by 30 pounds and actually lowered it 46
pounds. Three other bulls could be predicted to change production
from + I to 
-5 pounds. One of these lowered production while the
two others increased it.
CORRELATION tsETWEEN PRODUCTION OF
DAUGHTERS AND DAMS
The degree to which selection may improve or change the genetic
merit of a population depends in part upon the heritability of the
trait under consideration" Although selection may have been directed
toward other traits than production, this is the only trait considered
in this study. The reason for this is that no adequate information wa$
available regardirg other traits.
Heritability estimates may be made by doubling the intrasire
regression of daughters on dams (12). The 2l sires that had three or
more daughters with production records had 233 daughters whose
dams also had production records. The statistics for the 233 daughter*
dam pairs are given in table 12.
The daughter-dam regressions have been computed on the basis of
three sets of values. First the 2x, 305-day ME values of daughters and
dams. These are the butterfat records, corrected for times milked tG
a 2x basis and corrected to a mature basis. These figures would cor-
respond closely to "official figures" published either by the breed
organizations or the Dairy Husbandry Research Branch, IJ.S.D.A. irr
their sire proofs. The second set of figures are the first records for
daughters and dams, corrected for age and corrected for yearly changes.
in management (includirg milking regime). The third set of figures
Taerr l2.-Correlations between butterfat production of daughters and dams and
regression of daughters' production on dams' production of butterfat.
2X-10 mo. ME
butterfat 1lbs.) lst record ME
butterfat (lbs.)
I Mean all recordsI N,IE butterfatI rrus.l
Correlation Total
Within Sire
Regression Total
Within sire
Heritability estimate
(231 D /F) .04
(210 D/F) .03
(23r D /F) .04(210 DiF) .03
.06
c)g
.13
.2t
.09
99
.085
.t7
.23
.r2
.24
9q
I, Frq;p;-Bfi
v8a
Carnation Sunnvslope Governor 764799 (sire I 11 in the North Platte Herd).
are the means of all records of daughters and dams, corrected for age
and adjusted for changes in management.
Using the 2x, 305-day ME records, the daughters averaged 591
pounds of milk and 17.9 pounds of butterfat below their dams. Using
the first available records for daughters and dams, corrected for changes
in management, the daughters averaged 7 "5 pounds of butterfat above
their dams" When the means of all available records were used, the
daughters averageci 3.8 pounds below their dams. Using the 2x, 305-
duy ME records, the over-all regression of daughters on dams was
found to be.04 and the corresponding within sire regression was.03.
Using the records corrected for changes in management, the over-all
regressions are .23 and .22 for first and all records respectively and the
within sire regressions are .12 and .085 respectively. Calculating the
heritability as twice the intrasire regression of daughters on dams gives
figures of .06 for records uncorrected for management changes and .24
and .17 for records corrected [o,r management changes.
In the North Platte herd, selection has been made on the basis of
records that were not corrected for changes in management. This may
in part explain why no greater genetic progress has been accomplished
in the herd in spite of a rather vigorous selection program.
23
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\1;lrarentlv meist elt'the select"iCIn, potential has been sSrent on pherlo-
1, lrir ielection ir: orcler to mair:t.ain a "goocl averegie" and only slight
: trnr ric ciranges have hcen accomplishectr by this prercedure. und"er
'1rhcnon.pic" seleetion wc-ruld be inclueXecl breecling failure, abortions
.rn11 lrnvthins else that might tend to lorver the average production oi.
thr irerrl. This proceelure r,vtrich is a part eif good dairy hushandry
l)i-irctice as advacateel hy I).FI.I.A" f;xtension gofs a long way to explain
rr-irr this hreectring systern hrought ahout nntrt relativell' small changes
irr the genetic merir mf ehe herrl.
1)al.rghter of Ciar:nation HeiLo .Im-
perial 
'12'165 (sir:e ] 15).
Ilaughter o{ }JP I'r:r'fection Knigtrt.
I I 28839 (sire 12'+" records xrot rol1l-
ple ted ).
Datrshtet" of l.llenvale King L'Xooir:
Perfection 9'13134 (sire 117)"
Daushtet' of Nl' Perfer:tion (.Jtrinn
1058866 (sire 120, recc;rcls nol (]ot]r-
pI e ted)"
Daugl-rter of NP Carnation Irnperill
1017114 I (sire 118)"
INBREEDING OF FEMALES AND RE,LATIONSHIP BETWEEI{
II{BRE,E,DING AND PRODUCTION AND LEI{GTH OF
LIFE IN TIIE HERD
A numb€r of sires used in the North Platte herd lvere bred in the
Station herd and consequently some inbreeding has taken place. In
order to study the effect of inbreeding on production and length of
life in the herd, only those animals that were born before the
oldest living animai in the herd as of December l, 1954, were included
in this part of the study. A total of 201 offspring from 29 sires met
this requirement.
Eleven of these sires had only one daughter each and are excluded
from table 13. The mean values for the first records, coefficients of
inbreeding and length of life in the herd in months for the daughters
of the 18 remainirg sires are listed. Fourteen of the 29 sires were
bred at the North Platte Station but eight of these sires had only one
daughter each" Altogether the North Platte herd bulls had only 70 of
the 201 offspring. Only 12 sires had daughters of varying degrees of
inbreeding and these 12 sires had I I I daughters (table I 3).
The correlations between degree of inbreeding, production, and
length of life are given in table 14. This table also gives the regression
of production and length of life on degree of inbreeding and of length
of life on production.
Tasrn 13.-Sires used in the North Platte Dairy Herd and mean values of their
daughters' first butterfat records, coefficient of inbreeding and length of life in
the herd. Only females born before the oldest living fernzrle at the time of study
are included in these figures.
Av. length
of life(months)
kEFfrs
Vsa
Sire
r00
t7
26
111
tr041
ll22
45
25
101
102
42
27
39
37
105
t07
113
r09
Daughters(No.)
8
4
11
r2
26
t1
b
2r
12
13
r2
I
oc
L2
6
15
t3
a5
Av. lst record
butterfat (lbs.)
4A6.25
420.50
475.36
603 "25
436.50
543.91
583.00
472"2e
47r.5
455.38
5 10 
"50
464.00
57 3.67
390.92
555.0
486.2V
447 .77
5 12.00
Av" coefficient
of inbreeding
"01
.01
.014
.018
"026
.031
"037
.039
.050
"057
.u7 3
"077
.r02
.169
nl
0
0
0
136.62
102.75
67.73
87.42
8r.54
7 r.27
97.50
108.62
94.00
7 5.38
81 .00
71.50
59.33
r^ tsr5b.'/5
78.33
57 .27
54.17
67.33
l Had one daughter n'ith
c Had two daughters with
inbreeding coefficient .25.
inbreeding coefficient .05.
25
'Tesre 14.-Correlations between
inbreeding (F) and length of
inbred daughters. Regressions
of inbreeding and of length of
inbreeding is 100%.
first-year butterfat production (P) coefficient oflife (L) for 118 daughters of 12 sires that had
of production and length of life on coefficient
life on production are also given. When I'-= I.00,
Within-sire correlation
Within-sire regression
Total correlation
Total regression
ess than .01.
Over-all effect.
+ .Loz
+267.7
.034
52.1
Per I per cent inbreeding
Per I per cent inbreeding
For each pound butterfat
stay in herd (4-5 days).
+ .046
+ 40.e
"276x*
-213.0
+ '268't 't
+ .L4o
+ '275**
+ .137
-.5 pound butterfat.
-2.13 months in the herd.decrease in first year .14 month shorter
Tenrn l5.-Mean coefficient of inbreeding of females born in the North Platte Dairy
Herd.
Year No. femalesborn
No. females
inbred
I
t
6
4
6
8
4
I
0
I
t-lI
ct
h
6
I
0
4
4
I
c,
4
r4
L4
11
cl1
I
11
3
3
Mean coefiicient
of inbreedins
of inbreds
.004
.r25
.033
.032
.422
.020
.040
.016
.031
.035
.059
.022
.028
.037
.044
.108
.034
.077
.061
.048
.040
.080
.100
.118
.034
1918
1919
I 920
r 921
1922
r923
1924
r925
1926
r927
1928
1929
I 930
r931
r932
1933
r934
r935
I 936
1937
1938
1939
1940
r941
1942
1943
T944
I
3
7
8
7
9
4
t-I
6
q
8
I
r2
4
l0
7
6
9
c)
1
T4
t4
11
6
B
11
5
I
This table includes only animals older than the oldest living female at the time of study.
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'fhe regressions show that for each per cent increase in inbreeding,
production decreased by .5 pound of butterfat and the length of life in
the herd was shortened by 2.13 months. For each pound of butterfat
increase during the first year's production, length of tife in the herd
was increased by "14 month or four to five days. Thus 7 pounds of
butterfat more during the first year of production testing would
lengthen the stay in the herd hy one month.
It should be mentioned that inbreeding has not been very intense
in this herd" The numher of inhred females born each year is given
in table 15. Only 8.9 per cent of the total number of females were in-
bred 12.5 per cent or more and only one third of the inbred females
had coefficients of inbreeding above 6.25 per cenr.
DISCUSSION
For most of this study the production figures used have been the
actual 305-day butterfat records corrected to maturity and adjusted
for yearly changes in management accordiog to the maximum likeli-
hood method of Henderson (6)" Unbiased results by this method de-
pend uPon the use of correct age correction factors and upon the use
of the correct value for repeatability of records (s).
The age correciion factors which have been used are those suggested
by the Dairy Husband.ry Research Branch of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture" They are the result of a compromise between
studies made of Dairy Herd Improvement Association records pro*
cessed by the Dairy F{usbandry Research Branch and of records.
processed in the office of the Holstein-Friesian Association of America.
I majority of these records have been made under 2-times-a-day milk-Ing.
When age conversion factors based on Z-time milkins are used for
the age correction of records made under 4-time milking, Lush and
Shrode (15) have pointed out that there may be a tendency to over-
correct the records"of the younger cows that were actually milked four
times daily. When records thus overcorrected are used to estimate
changes in management, the environment will appear to become worse
even though there is actually nCI environmental change. As a con-
sequence, the estimated genetic change would be biased upward. In
the present data this might have happened during the period before
1937 when the cows were milked four times daily. Durins the first half
of this period the genetic merit went down as compared with the actual
production" This in turn implies that the environmental conditions
improved at a higher rate than the actual production increased. During
the latter part of this period the reverse was true. The period from
l93l to 1936 is the only period where the increase in generic merir
was so rapid that one might suspect some bias due to overcorrection
of records of young animals"
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The other source of bias in the use of the maximum likelihood
method for estimating environmental and genetic fluctuations is the
use of an incorrect value for repeatability. If too large a value for
repeatability is used and if the cows r,r,ith the lower records are culled,
the environmental trend is biased downward and consequently the
estimate of the producing ability or genetic value of the herd is biased
upward.
In the computations a repeatability value of "50 was used. This
value was based on the value of .49 found in att analysis of variance
of all the records made in the herd fro,m l92I to 1952 when the records
cted to maturity and also corrected for times milked. It iswere corre(
not known what the repeatability would have been if the records had
not been comected for times milked, but since the repeatability figure
of .49 is co,mputed on a within-year basis and since practically all
aows were milked four times before 1937 and two times thereafter, it
is felt that the value would not have been much different if the
within-year repeatability had been computed from records that were
not corrected for times milked.
During a period of. 32 years tlre management conditions might very
well have fluctuated. Since the value for repeatability found in these
data represents a pooled estimate of the within-year repeatability, it is
almost certain that the value would not have stayed the same year
after year. From i931 to 1945 the relative rate of culling was the
largest. From 1931 to L935 there is not much evidence of the lower
producing cows being culled and during the followirg l0 years the
superiority of the cows that had a followirg lactation was slightly
less than 12 pounds of butterfat. During the last few years where the
actual prod.uction decreased considerably, one may suspect that re-
peatability has been lower than .49. During these years ii was further-
more the established policy that all heifers had to be tested for one
year, while there is no way of determining what the policy was
on this point before 1949. There is therefore reason to show only
cautious optimism about the marked increase in genetic merit during
the last few years covered by this study.
The drop in genetic merit from l92l to about 1931 and the subse-
quent rise in genetic merit is most lo-gically explained as a result of
the exPansion in numbers during the first ten years and a more
rigorous culling process during the latter part of this period. This
trend may have been somewhat augmented by the influence of the
:sires that were used in the herd.
The changes in genetic merit which have taken place are due partly
to selection of dams and partly to the influence of the sires. The
effective selection differential for dams has been close to 20-25 pounds
of butterfat, as evidenced in tables t and 9. This tends to bias the
estimate of the genotype of the dams (15). "fhe data indicare a herita-
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bility of around 25 per cent based on first records, and a selection
differential of 20 to 25 pounds would therefore lead to aR increase in
genetic merit of 2"5 to 3 pounds of butterfat per generation, due to
selection of dams. This is between one half and one third of the in-
crease in production which took place during the first seven genera-
tions of breeding"
Normally one should expect a higher value for heritability when
the estimate is made on the basis of averages of several records as
compared with single records. Some explanation may be offered as to
why the heritability estimates obtained from these data show the op-
posite results. Occasionally an exceptionally good producing cow may
have been kept in the herd even after her production dropped off
because of injuries to the mammary system. No records were excluded
from the study unless there were special notices in the herd book
about disease, abortion or lost quarters and such information was
only scanty. The result may also be due to the effect of selectioil,
which has been quite vigorous in the l{o,rth Platte herd" Laben and
Flerman (10) have pointed out that selection could cause the lifetime
average to be biased upward, and this bias would increase the longer
a cow stays in the herd and is subject to selection after each new record
has been completed. This bias would be quite pronounced if culling
took place during the lactation or if the official test were discontinued
if there were indications that the record would be lor,ver than was
hoped.
From table 9 it is estimated that the general mean producrion for
the cows born before Nzlay 1945 was 546 pounds of butterfar. It is
iB0tgJ
NP I(atherine Kitt 2060184. Lifetime
5,672 pounds of butterfat"
production of L61,544 pounds of milk with
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])I Otlable that the average actually was somewhat lower than this
becattse there undoubtedly was sorne culling of less promising heifersjtr:t before they calved and of low producing heifers before any pro-
rir-tction figures were recorded" At least the herd book shows that
:aies of heifers have taken place before they freshened or within 30
to 60 days after they freshened. If it is assumed that the "genetic"
iiverage of the herci was 546 pounds of butterfat, the selection of dams
sirould have resulted in heifers proclucing 2.5 to 3 pounds more if the
:ires neither added to nor subtracted from the genetic merit. Actually
the daughters averaged b67 .5 pounds of butterfat which is I B to 19
pounds above expectation. This would indicate an exceptionallv
high merit of the sires. If , however, l0 per eent of the lclwest pro-
clucing heifers were culled before any produetion figures were recorded,
the average of the remainirg heifers would be increased by .20
standard deviation or 20 ta 25 pounds in the present data (13). Culling
of l0 per cent would mean only one or two heifers per year and under
the expert herdsmanship that has been practieed in the North Platte
herd such a culling rate seems entirely possible. Therefore, there is
good reason to assume that the daughters have been exposed to some
culling and that the apparent rise in the daughters' production above
the level expected of them is biased somewhat by eulling accordirg
to the principles oi' good herdsrnanship. Otherwise the genetic rrrerir
of the herd should have increased more than it did.
The data seeln to indicate that genetic improvement has been of
the order of slightly more than I pound of butterfat per year. The
cow-generations were 5.2 years in length. The mean age of the bulls
when their daughters were born was 4.2 years, making the length of a
bull-generation four fifths the length of a cow-generation. It may
therefore be estimated that the improvements due to selection of cows
and of bulls have been about equal, each corrtributing 2.5 to 3.0
pounds per generation. Owing to the faet that the bull-generations
lvere somewhat shorter than the cow-generations, the part of the im-
prclvement per year due to selection of dams of cows is slightlv less thzn
half and that due to selection of bulls slightly more than half of the
improvement obtained.
The improvement of about I pouncl of butterfat per year i:
slightly less than was found by Laben and Flerman (10) in the
Missouri Holstein herd. If only the rising segments are considered,
the North Platte herd and the Missouri herd show about the same
increase of T7 to 18 pounds per generation. Plum's (20) estimate of a
yearly increase in production of approximately % pound of butterfat
d"ue to selection of cows is slightly higher than was found in these
I{orth Platte data. The improvement reported by l{elson and Lush
(19) of more than 3 pounds per year is considerably higher than was
founcl in these data. The estimate by Rendel and Robertson (21) of
s0
an annual gain of .3 to .4 per cent from selection of dams of cows and
dams of bulls is about twice the value estimated from the'North
Platte herd. The results obtained are better than the ones reported
by Dillon et al. (r) but fall far short of the impressive results of im-
provements of 5 and B pounds per year reported by Harvey in the
University of Idaho herds of 
.jerseys and Ftrolsteins (5).
Inbreeding had" only a minor influence on the production of the
cows in the North Platte herd, the regression being only 
-.5 pound ofbutterfat for each per cent increase in inbreeding. The influence of
inbreeding on length of life was immaterial, but females with a higher
first lactation record stayed on the average one month longer in the
herd for each 7 pounds of increase in production during the first year.
The over-all picture of the development of the herd is probably
quite typical of what is found in herds that are started from highly
selected stock. Because selection is mainly made on the basis of the
records (and type) of the individuals and because heritability for
these traits is rather low, a regression is to be expected during the
followirg generations when most of the offspring of the foundation
stock are kept for replacement in order to increase numbers with a
consequent decrease of the selection pressure.
Some selection has taken place between cow families since only
four of the original twelve foundation cows had descendants in the
herd by 1954" Ontry 6 per cent of the variance in first lactation records
was due to family ditrerences while 34 per cent was due to differences
between the sires used.
The possible improvement due to selection of cows and of bulls
is a function of the selection differential and the heritability of the
trait for u'hich selection is made. Since improvement takes place from
one generation to the next, improvement per year is also a function of
the generation length. The shorter the generations are, the faster the
improvement can be made in terms of yearly improvement, provided
the selection pressure can be maintained at the same level" Since herita-
bility of butterfat is only 2A to 25 per cent, some improvement in ac-
,curacy of selection can be obtained by u combination of individual and
family selection in the case of selection of females (14),and by the use
of progeny tests in the case of selection of sires. The only disaCvantage
of using selection based partly on relatives and partly on progeny per-
formance of sires (besides the selection of females for individual merit)
is that it takes time to obtain this added information and consequently
the generation intervals become longer. The greater accuracy in esti-
mating genetic merit is therefore offset by the added time required.
The use of young bulls could lower the length of the sire-genera-
tions (average age of sire when his offspring are born) to between two
:and three years while the use of progeny tested bulls lengthens the
,sire-generation interval to seven to nine years. Dickerson and Hazel
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(2) have shown that under these circumstances the use of progeny tesrs
actually decreases the rate with which progress per year can be
achieved. In additior, if any of the daughters of the sires are culled
before they have completed a production record, the progeny test of
the sire could be greatly misleading and the breeder would nor only
lose time but also the accuraey which the progeny test was intended" to
furnish.
The herd at the North Platte Experiment Station has been main
tained at a rather high level of production during the 40 years follow-
irg its foundation. This has apparently been accomplished by a
vigorous culling program which has resulted in an effective selection
differential of more than 20 pounds of butter f.at. Since heritability
has been estimated to be 20 to 25 per cent, the selection among dams
of cows eould account for approximately half of the improvement
obtained during the first six generations (first through seventh) of
breedins.
The genetic improvernent obtained from the use of the sires is
somewhat more difficult to assess. There is evidence that some culling
of low producing heifers has taken place before figures of their pro-
duction have been recorded" Otherwise the production average of the
daughters from the selected dams could hardly be expected ro be as
high as it was found to be. It is estimated that slightlv more than half
of the genetic improvement is brought about by,the sires. It should
be emphasized that the herd at the North Platte Experiment Station
was not established to carry out a breeding experiment, but to be a
demonstration of what farmers in that area could accomplish with
good dairy cattle. At the same time the herd \vas intended to furnish
breeding stock for the area. In these two respects the herd has fulfilled
its rnission with great success. Rigorolls culling was carried out accord-
irg to the best principles of good herdsmanship and breeding, as
this concept was understood at that time. Unfortunately it was no,t
realized that a vigorous culling program would make any analysis,
of the actual genetic changes that took place in the herd very difficutt
if not impossible.
The best sires irom the herd were not generally brought back
into service after their progeny test became available. More progress
might have been expected if the bull-generations had been shorter and
if full use could have been made of the results obtained from the
progeny tests. The over-all irnprovement of 7 pounds of butterfat
per generation or a little more than I pound of butterfat per year
is not spectacular, but it is not out of line with progress reported in
other studies where attempts have been made to separate the effects
of heredity and the ever changirg environment.
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SUMMARY
The dairy herd at the North Platte Experiment Station was estab-
lished in I 913 by the purchase of TZ purebred Holstein-Friesian
heifers. By 1954 the herd consisted of 86 females, all descending from
four of the original heifers, representing females from the fourth to
the tenth generation"
The average generation length has been 5.2 years for cows and
4.2 years for bulls and it is estimated that the genetic improvement
has amounted to approximately 7 pounds of butterfat per generation.
Slightly less than half of this improvement has been brought about
by selection among females and slightly more than half has been due
to the effeet of the sires used.
A rather rigorous culling program has been carried out, resulting
in an effective selection differential of about 20 pounds of butter fat.
This culling program has maintained the herd at a rather high level
throughout most oi the period from 1913 to L954.
All the fernales that were in the herd in 1954 were descendants of
onlv four corvs and almost half of the sires used in the herd were
horne-bred. In spite of this, inbreeding has been only slight. The
depressing effect oi inbreeding has been 
-.5 pound of butterfat for
each per cent of inbreeding.
The study confirms that rigorous culling of low producing or
otherwise undesirable animals before production records become
available may help in maintaining a rather high herd average. This
procedure, however, is not in the best interests of a sound breeding
program and may actually have delayed genetic progress.
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